
INSTRUCTION FOR USE – TEMPERATURE INDICATOR WarmMark 

The WarmMark temperature indicators make it possible to monitor shipping 

conditions. The temperature indicator provides information on whether high 

temperature exposure has occurred and whether the exposure time was long 

enough to compromise the safety and efficacy of the product. 

Please follow the instructions below to check: 

1. The Temperature Indicator is always visibly located on the top of the

shipped product (adhered directly to the product, inside the packaging).

2. If the Temperature Indicator is activated (indicating a violation of

transport conditions), it is necessary to take a picture of it immediately

and send no later than 4 hours after delivery to support@geneproof.com

3. Activation of the Temperature Indicator occurs after a violation of

temperature conditions:

- When transported correctly, the indicator remains inactive (a) all fields

are white). 

- When transported correctly but slightly exposed to higher temperature

(for a short time) the Temperature Indicator can be slightly activated 

(b) first field is red, or first field is red and second field is pink). The

conditions inside the kit were within the limit.

4. -  In case of violation of the transport temperature limits, the indicator is

activated (c) two completely red fields d) three completely red fields),

which is typical for longer transport and insufficient amount of dry ice –

please take immediately a photo of an indicator visible inside the box a

photo and inform GeneProof: support@geneproof.com

The photo taken must contain metadata, especially the date (standard 

content of smartphone photos). Print screen and otherwise modified files are 

not allowed
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The indicator is 
activated      

(2 fully red fields) 

The indicator is 
activated      

(3 fully red fields) 

Evaluation of the degree of activation of the temperature indicator 

 

Only the first field is red or 
the first field is red and the 

second field is pink 

The indicator is not 
activated, none of 
the fields are red 

a) b) 

d) c) 
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